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OLLI At Duke
Civil Discourse or
Civil Discord

Today’s Outline
•Administrative
•Course Title, Objective and Methods
•Who Am I
•What’s Happening and Why

WEEK 1
US AND THEM
Dale Steinacker
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Why this class?
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When we have good discourse …

•Social and Political Chaos are like avalanches.
◦ Can’t happen until it does
◦ Too late to go back after it happens
◦ Hard to build a stable system, easy to destroy it, very hard to rebuild

•We can
Resolve issues
Solve problems
Enjoy family dinners

•My Frustration and anger are about apparent lack of recognition
of the above.
◦ Failure to understand the risk we are facing

•I am hoping the system we have can be held together
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Components of Civil Discourse
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What We Won’t Do

•Your ideas just might be as valuable as mine

 Win any arguments

•You differ because you have differing, but equally valid, priorities
and concerns

 Solve the World’s Problems

•Who knows – Your ideas might even work!

 Change who holds various political offices around the world

 Get all our relatives to agree with us
 Create world peace
 Lower the oceans
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Rules for Uncivil Discourse

The Easy Way

•I’m pure – you aren’t.

•Why we pretend to know things, explained by a cognitive scientist
(Steven Sloman) in Vox interview by Sean Illing – April 16, 2017
“I really do believe that our attitudes are shaped much more by our
social groups than they are by facts on the ground. We are not great
reasoners. Most people don't like to think at all, or like to think as little
as possible. And by most, I mean roughly 70 percent of the population.

•I “Care” more than you do!
•Eric Hoffer writing in The True Believer (Item 77)
… When men league themselves mightily together to promote tolerance and peace
on earth, they are likely to be violently intolerant toward those not of a like mind. …
The act of self-denial seems to confer on us the right to be harsh and merciless
toward others. … The surrendering and humbling of the self breed pride and
arrogance.

Even the rest seem to devote a lot of their resources to justifying
beliefs that they want to hold, as opposed to forming credible beliefs
based only on fact.”
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Jonathan Haidt
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Who Am I?
 Dale Steinacker

•Book
◦ The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided by Politics and
Religion

 Education

•Organization – Heterodox Academy
We share a concern about a growing problem: the loss or lack of
“viewpoint diversity.” When nearly everyone in a field shares the
same political orientation, certain ideas become orthodoxy,
dissent is discouraged, and errors can go unchallenged.

 Undergraduate – Towson University – near Baltimore, MD
 Political Science Major and Math Minor
 Reporter and Editor for the Tower Light Student Newspaper
 Graduate School – American University – Washington, DC
 Masters – Computer Science and Mgmt. Inf. Systems

 Career
 Computer Industry – Software and Systems
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Writings
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Computer Background

 Letters to the Editor

 Logic First

 Baltimore Sun – mid 1950’s
 Washington Post – several – latest in 2015
 Wall Street Journal – September 2016

 OR is not XOR
 A missing period or end end-bracket changes the code
 E. F. Codd’s Relational Algebra

 Articles

 The mathematics of sets
 Relational databases
 Structured Query Language

 Unity Magazine – April, 1996
 Life’s Mystery – It’s Awesome

 First Things – April 2, 2012
 Constitutional Babble
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Chaos – Math and Politics

Experience

 E. F. Codd is a leader in a Mathematical field called
“Chaos Theory” “

 I have taken a course on opinion writing where I could have
any opinion I wanted as long as I agreed with the class.

 Derived from error correction in data transmission
 Think about avalanches

 I have felt the frustration of being in a group where 90+
percent of the people are “on the other side.”

 I remember sitting in a high school classroom

 I can assure you that you have trouble seeing yourselves as
others see you.

 JFK was President and we were reading about fall of Rome
 I was positive I would never see the end of the USA

 But, when there are enough “others” to win elections, that is a
danger to society.

 We don’t work to prevent what we are sure can’t happen!
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How I’ll proceed
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A Story and a Challenge

 I will present, or touch on, a lot of authors and viewpoints.

 WSJ article

 I will provide a bibliography at the end of each session with a
list of the materials I have cited positively.

 The nature of OLLI

 I will also provide a copy of the PowerPoint slides
(and PDF)

 The challenge

 F. A. Hayek – The Road to Serfdom
 No homework or tests

 When I do one or more lengthy readings, I will include a PDF
document with a copy of the readings.
 Where will these be? – https://dalesideas.com/olli/
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Class Structure
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What’s Happening

•General

Trump

◦ I will talk for about an hour
◦ Questions are fine for clarification but please hold debate

Brexit

◦ Last half hour for discussion, debate, etc.

•Today

Holland

◦ I am trying to give a general overview
◦ Somewhat limited in time

Austria

◦ First week, Admin, etc.

◦ More detail in coming weeks

Germany
17
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A Suggestion

We are Dependent, Social Beings

•Western societies, including the United States, are
coming apart over the basic definition:

•From infancy onward …
◦ We need others for protection, nurture, training, etc.
◦ We get and give to the various groups of which we are
members and rely on them for everything from our mother’s
safety when we are babies to help in protecting our
grandchildren.

Who “WE” is
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We Always Have to,
or Want to Know …
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The Primary Group Provides …

•What groups we are in

•Ability to Meet Basic needs

◦ Family, clan, school, church, city, country, et. al.

◦ Food, Shelter

•Our roles in those groups

•Physical Safety

◦ Leader, follower, protector, protected, etc.

◦ Protection from Other groups

•Our obligations to the group

•Training for the young

◦ Contributions and protecting its reputation

◦ Maintenance of tradition and “Best practices”
◦ Who are we and why we protect us
◦ Your role in the future of the group

•The Group’s obligations to us
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The Elephant
Chart
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Are you WEIRD?
◦ Western

◦Educated

The non-winners
in globalization
since 1988 are the
Western World's
middle classes.

◦ Industrialized

◦Rich

◦ Democratic

◦ In 2010, the cultural psychologists Joe Henrich, Steve Heine, and Ara Norenzayan
published a profoundly important article titled “The Weirdest People in the
World?” The authors pointed out that nearly all research in psychology is
conducted on a very small subset of the human population: people from cultures
that are Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (forming the
acronym WEIRD). – Haidt Book - Kindle Location -- 1705
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Financially Insecure People

Non-WEIRD outlooks

•Focus on Foundations 4-6

• Many societies therefore develop moral concepts such as duty,
hierarchy, respect, reputation, and patriotism. In such societies,
the Western insistence that people should design their own lives
and pursue their own goals seems selfish and dangerous— --

◦ Authority/subversion
◦ Count on Government (Police and Military) to keep them safe.

◦ Sanctity/degradation
◦ Sense that a moral life would be better for them and help them survive

•Jonathan Haidt: The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are
Divided by Politics and Religion Kindle Location -- 1773

◦ In Coming Apart, Charles Murray describes this as at least aspirational

◦ Liberty/oppression
◦ Fierce Resentment toward those who “Dis” (disrespect) them, downplay their concerns,
or dominate them.
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Peggy Noonan - Unprotected
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Before the Nation-State

Trump and the Rise of the Unprotected – WSJ – Feb 25, 2016
“But I keep thinking of how Donald Trump got to be the very likely
Republican nominee. There are many answers and reasons, but
my thoughts keep revolving around the idea of protection. It is a
theme that has been something of a preoccupation in this space
over the years, but I think I am seeing it now grow into an overall
political dynamic throughout the West.
There are the protected and the unprotected. The protected make
public policy. The unprotected live in it. The unprotected are
starting to push back, powerfully.”

◦ Western Europe had an educated elite in the church which shared its
ideas in Latin and had relatively exclusive access to the past through the
archives maintained in the monasteries.
◦ Political and military leadership imposed obligations up and down the
social hierarchy so everyone had a place. We may not think much of the
places some people had, but they had a place.
◦ The Christian church provided a moral framework, including the just war
idea and chivalry to mitigate the practices it had encountered.
◦ “We”

were the Christian world
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The Nation-state As A
Cure For Religious Wars

The Rise of the Nation-State
•The Nation-state rose first, in part, as a political tool to take
power from the church and give it to the princes.
•Then it became a source of pride and commerce and competition
between groups. Governments built armies and navies and laid
tariffs to help their businesses.

•Some philosophers and moralists came to believe that by
minimizing the influence of religion, we could reduce the fury of
our convictions and our wars.

•The “religious wars” were often related to the rise of nationstates.

•“We” were members of nations
29
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Treason of The Intellectuals

Kimball on Benda

• Originally
La Trahison Des Clercs
• Written about 1925
• Roger Kimball’s introduction

“Our age is indeed the age of the intellectual organization of
political hatreds” [Benda] wrote. “It will be one of its chief claims
to notice in the moral history of humanity.” There was no need to
add that its place in moral history would be as a cautionary tale.
In little more than a decade, Benda's prediction that, because of
the "great betrayal" of the intellectuals, humanity was "heading
for the greatest and most perfect war ever seen in the world,"
would achieve a terrifying corroboration.
-- Kindle Location 73
Book -1925 - WW II - 1939
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Germany vs. Everybody
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Viewpoints

Germany was one of the last countries in Europe to unify.
Napoleon had taken these horses from the Brandenburg gate when he
conquered Berlin. It was a major point of pride that they had been retaken in
Paris in the Franco-Prussian War.
Bismarck used nationalism and a minimalization of religion as a unifying
factor for the German state. Richard Wagner sought to create an epic story to
unite the German people.
On top of all this, the disaster of World War I created Germany vs the World
form of nationalism which led to Nazism.

RULING CLASS

UNPROTECTED

• Internationalist

• Nationalist

• Secular

• Wanting to trust in God

• Technocratic

• Wanting a better education

• Bureaucratic

• “Held back by rules”

• Convinced they have answers • “If you’re so smart, why don’t I
if anyone does
have a (better) job?!”
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The Nation and Its People
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Even When it Happens to Insiders
•Daughter of top EU official raped and murdered in Germany - Afghan
migrant admits killing
The dead girl's father is Dr. Clemens Ladenburger, a lawyer who works
as the right hand man to the legal director of the European
Commission.
But Dieter Salomon, the mayor of Freiburg warned people not to "apply
perpetrator background for sweeping judgements, but to view it as an
isolated incident”.
WILL YOU EVER WAKE UP?
Like the movie The General’s Daughter

•The Primary political question of the day
Does the nation-state still exist and does citizenship grant
privileges or even basic protections?
That is: will the leaders keep the nation – a nation
and will they put its citizens first and keep them safe?
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Cologne, Germany
2015-2016 New Year’s Eve

in Rotherham, England
•Express: Rotherham sex scandal: More than 160 officers facing
claims they ignored victims' pleas – Aug 2015
More than 1,400 children were sexually exploited by gangs of mainly Asian males in
Rotherham between 1997 and 2013.
The report was scathing about the conduct of police and council officials, who routinely
ignored the industrial scale of abuse, instead treating the victims as troublesome teenagers

•What Happened
◦ Report: Over 1,200 women assaulted in Germany on New Year's Eve Deutsche Welle

•Cologne’s Female Mayor Gives Advice – Hold your arm out!
◦ Cologne Mayor’s ‘Arm’s Length’ Advice on Sexual Attacks Stirs Outcry

•BBC: Rotherham abuse trial: Six guilty of sex offences – Feb
2016
•Express: ROTHERHAM ABUSE SCANDAL: Horrific reality of
'industrial scale' child grooming revealed – Aug 2016
37

Party
SPD (Social Democrats)
CDU/CSU - Merkel
Greens
FDP - Free Democratic Party
Left - Linke
Ind.
AfD - Alternative for Deutschland

2016
193
309
63
0
64
1
0
TOTAL
Majority
Margin

630
316
502
186

2017
153
246
67
80
69
0
94

Change
(40)
(63)
4
80
5
(1)
94

709
355
393 "Jamaica"
38

2017 German
Elections
The “Jamaica” coalition is named for the colors
on the Jamaican flag
Merkel hopes to get a government together by
Christmas. It is not a certainty.

Credits:
2016 Info:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundestag
2017 Info:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Next_German_fe
deral_election
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Noonan - Unprotected
“Many Americans suffered from illegal immigration—its impact on
labor markets, financial costs, crime, the sense that the rule of law was
collapsing. But the protected did fine—more workers at lower wages.
No effect of illegal immigration was likely to hurt them personally.
It was good for the protected. But the unprotected watched and saw.
They realized the protected were not looking out for them, and they
inferred that they were not looking out for the country, either.
The unprotected came to think they owed the establishment—another
word for the protected—nothing, no particular loyalty, no old allegiance.
Mr. Trump came from that.”
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Think about a Mother with a 3-year old
child and a 1-year old baby
•The child is getting the mother’s attention.

The Demise of the Nation-State?
•John Lennon’s “Imagine”

•The baby’s needs have to be met.
•The child feels neglected and wonders if the mother still loves
him or cares for him.

•The “well-off” do fine in a new internationalist culture of jet
planes and the internet.
•BUT … what about the others!
•This is the source of today’s “New Nationalism!”
•Don’t stop talking about “WE” as a nation-state until you assure
us that we have a secure role in the new society you’re building!
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History’s Warnings

The Trump Resistance

•When Leaders forget their people

•Both Parties are part of Noonan’s “Protected”

◦ Shah moves to westernize Iran

◦ Want cheap labor

An attempt to secularize a state without generalized economic progress
leads to a strong counter move to the past and national “roots”

◦ Democrats want voters
◦ Churches are paid to help immigrants and get members

◦ Willing to replace even skilled US workers with cheaper imported workers’

•Ideological resistance to nationalism

America’s growth rate in the 1960’s allowed for social change.
That is no longer the case.

◦ Split among the Republicans
◦ See Is ‘Classical Liberalism’ Conservative? By Yoram Hazony
Wall Street Journal October 14
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Old and New Nationalism

Trump’s Theme
•Make America Great Again

OLD: Nation vs. Nation

•Build the Wall
NEW:
“Unprotected” vs
Leaders
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Killing A Business By
Being Out Of Touch
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•Jobs!
•America First
•Stand for the Anthem and Honor the Flag!
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http://www.frontpagemag.
com/point/267795/trumpkilled-new-york-daily-newsdaniel-greenfield

The Daily News was a tabloid.
Tabloids play to the working
class. But as the Dems became
a leftist elite, they no longer
spoke the same language.
The Daily News had no base
left. Its hate covers were
popular with progs who didn't
buy or read the paper. And so
here we are. And the decline
of the left-wing dead tree
media rolls on.
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